MOTHER MARY: There is no change to the 2016 policy. We are repeating
this as the national policy and national goal. Whether you are cleaning out this
condition or that, state what is the national goal and the national policy! The
new US Constitution says that the INS is only to allow the individual family
which has been 3rd generation Christian with no fornication.
JUDGE Oliver Wendell Holmes: With 48,000 seniors killed in Silicon
Valley alone, this must be for you to give way to the military to act. Do not
throw at them such specious arguments as “separation of church and state.”
Do not speak of your right of representation, read the new Constitution, try to
understand the many hours going into this document governing the US
henceforth, and remember the thousands made homeless for the fires in
Northern California.

POLICYOF ELOHIM ASTREA

KILL 100% of the RED GUARDS in the US
The policy from Elohim Astrea from 2016 has not changed. All Red Chinese
since Nixon’s visit in 1972 are to be deported or killed. All man, woman
and child are to be deported or killed with only the exception of children
under 2.
MOTHER MARY: 100% of the Red Chinese here are trained killers.
Nancy of Oregon: This policy has not changed, and we are almost in 2018.
Julie Vargas: The question asked today was: Are people going to ask about the separation
of Church and State by having Elohim Astrea be the one to give this directive?
NATHAN the Judge: The Military Law Council is free to adopt the policy or not. After
the Northern California fires and Las Vegas shootings by Red China, it is best if you take the
“separation of Church and State” policy goal out of the US Constitution.
JUDGE Oliver Wendell Holmes: Do no separation of Church and State. We do not
want the cannibals here! No cannibals, either from the Central & South America or Red
China!
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We do not want Mao famines created here with the poisoning of the Great Lakes!
We do not want foreigners stealing the homes and cars, they need to pay for them—
Red China, Canada or Mexico!
We do not want the Red Guard to have your job for fictitious college exams. Hiring
over you.
The foreign policy of Red China, Mexico is to quarter in your home, for “we are at
war with you, so give it up!”
They are living before our American Revolution days, our Constitution days. In
2015, Red China wanted to send out the “better surrender to Red China” message on
automatic updates on Microsoft computers.
The citizens here choose to live by the Ten Commandments—not their “finder’s
keepers, losers weepers” policy after they steal your car or pension money and kill you. You
have the motel owners sign a receipt for bedbug spraying and it is the dotted line to sell out
their motel to illegal aliens. The foreigner policy is not the Golden Rule of Jesus Christ!
Give up your low prices, stop this propaganda that Chinese art and literature or
acrobatics is sacrosanct. This is who the Americans are—the Ten Commandments, the
Golden Rule.
All others, go home.
The fact that Elohim Astrea took out the ICBM’s directed at the US from Red China
gives her the authority to give this directive to the Military Law Council.
Nancy of Oregon: Here is a sampling of the conversations with the Military Law Council
in September 2016— no separation of Church and State here!
You want a military example. The only one that comes to mind are the ICBM's that Elohim
ASTREA put to rest. She showed you the picture of their new Red China facility with the
launch pad.
ELOHIM ASTREA: Here are more pictures.
GOD HELIOS: Other than stealing the WWII technology, it would be a Clinton-Obama
giveaway in anything of substance as there is not innovation under tyranny. They only know
to covet, steal, extort, rob, burglarize.
Mathzedes: There are nine 9 ICBM or long-range accurate missiles in Greenland in two
locations. Three have gone out designated for the US.
GOD HELIOS: Do not fear. What we need you to do immediately is two things. Photograph
the ICBMs leaving Greenland.
Mathzedes: The other is to shut down Boeing in Canada. They have a Red China military
cache that is more than would be seen in Central America.
LEAMTHE: The military equipment and arms are stored in warehouses, 9 nine close by to
Boeing.
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GOD HELIOS: Again do not be afraid. Boeing is still US.
The 3-way sex and multiple orgasms with Chou El Lai posters is at FBI, Pentagon, media
giants. So you have to arrest office workers if you find his poster, knives in drawers, and
dogs to sniff out drugs or search for amphetamines. A single person, threatens an entire
work group, to act as informant with hot buttons under tables.
Mathzedes: CBS, NBC.
LEAMTHE: Cell phones to dial numbers and sound numbers to inform Chin-KGB.
Nancy of Oregon: Some FBI said on the inner. They said they had the 3-way sex and the
prostitutes train them throughout the days ahead, to communicate with them, as husband
and wife do, through the sexual binding. They hated it, that their life changed forevermore as
they then directed their lives. Later other psychics are there. Then the boxes of knife appear.
When the call comes, the FBI are to take the knives and kill like crazy for the Red China
prostitutes.
Re: On Treasury department computers miscalculating of exchange rate, illegal against the
US, where 5 quarters equals $1.
ELOHIM ASTREA: You can default on the trade debt with Canada, Mexico, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Panama, and the OPEC nations who declared war.
NOSTREDAME: It includes Singapore or Malaysia which is also Red China. It includes
Japan who have taken advantage of the Bretton Woods Agreement. You would default on
all your debt the same as Russia had.
You can also put an embargo on the Canada’s products through a severe currency
exchange rate, such that they will not trade with the United States.
NOSTREDAME: Since that time, on the Canadian side, 9 plus 4 tanks of poison
chemicals were to be released into the Great Lakes seized by the Military Law
Council.
ELOHIM ASTREA: And this is in order. Canada has decided to have Red China to have the
US handed over to them and Canada as new beneficiaries of this Chin-Carib heinous
government over the US.
ELOHIM ASTREA: Mexico would have the border closed. However it will have to have
greater security than now, militarily speaking. Furthermore, you will need to export many of
these illegal aliens out. You can see that many of the Red China troops here are Mexican
English speaking, as you are not able to discern who these are. They have furthermore,
infiltrated the military and their values are not the same. You can start to interrogate those
in the military, however, you can see that this is not in your favor.
NOSTREDAME: What is the difference is in values. Thus those who are avowed Christians,
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you can leave. Those who are Mexican, throwing women off the temple heights, raping them
first, these are those who are in league with the cannibals. You yourself have heard their
absolute arrogance, that they will do toilet castrations as if this is their right as Mexicans
leaders in the US when they take over Washington D.C.
How do you tell if they are Christians? One way is you ask them what are the Ten
Commandments. What is the Great Commandment?
Do you practice witchcraft? How do they control neighbors? What do they expect
by marrying an American?
Nancy of Oregon: The Mexicans also do everything out of law and order if it benefits
Mexicans or Mexico. So they fly their flag in your face—“We will celebrate Mexico today.
We will make this America, now Mexico, as we are superior.” They have you wait while they
talk to Mexicans in the grocery line. They lie, and outright. When you are in a government
office, they say, you have to wait in line because I said so, I do not like you, you have to wait
because I said so. Whereas Americans will have rules of order.
NOSTREDAME: They steal. They lie.
ELOHIM ASTREA: You can see why Christians are different. Thou shall not steal. Thou
shall not covet.
ELOHIM ASTREA: Yes, the Canadian dollar was manipulated to have this great of a trade
deficit. The leaders are not in favor of a country owned and operated by US Americans but
by Chin-Carib.
NOSTREDAME: We will have much more to say about the US and how it is a Christian
nation. But this is an example, of how freedom is a religious concept. Fear of God and
fear of conscience is how the people of the US desire to live under as a free nation, with
freedom of conscience. Rhode Island was originally founded by Roger Williams.

In 1636, Roger Williams settled at the tip of Narragansett Bay after being banished from
the Massachusetts Bay Colony for his religious views, on land granted to him by the
Narragansett tribe. He called the site "Providence Plantation" and declared it a place of
religious freedom.
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NOSTREDAME: You must see that the separation of Church and State diatribe be put to
rest. What can stop this castration! It is exactly the opposite of the “separation of Church
and State”. It is the Church in outrage that tens of millions of our military men were
castrated by Red China.
Nancy of Oregon: Not only domestic policy, this also goes on all US military foreign
policy! We are not to have Congress throw money at Central American governments to tell
their governments kill drug lords and non-supporters of IMF and the World Bank, because
they ultimately in practice kill righteous citizens and Jesuit priests and practice amorality.
NOSTREDAME: It is Congress and the Executive branch, the hand-and-glove-support of
the justices. It is the funding of contras or more Islamic terrorism in their world hegemony
in arrogant imperialism.
You cannot separate Church and State!
The Military Law Council must act in wise that they will uphold the highest morality
and not use money to overpower in the billions of dollars in foreign affairs when it requires
the religious upbringing that these innocents worldwide and not subjected to tyranny.
That the fires in Northern California burned down thousands of homes by Red
Guard citizens ought to tell you that the Elohim Astrea policy is in support of the Middle
Class, the Judeo-Christian middle class that desires to live in peace without having their
streets and backyards be the brunt of politics where you separate Church morality and State
prerogatives.
Napoleon: It is an outrage to have a free nation, whether the United States or France, to
operate without religion. For how can you control the cannibalism! How can you control
the Red China prostitutes castrating the church leaders from the Catholic Church, from
Foursquare Gospel Church! Do they not have a right of citizenship— that such foreign
nationals who easily obtain driver’s licenses through forgery and so easily obtain citizenship
through mock test taking at the universities, not require that this obscure and ambiguous
Red China stay here in the United States to taken out! You must on the immediate remove
the Red China criminals who are 100% killers and assassins imported here?
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A Brief History of the Military Law Council
The Pentagon was replaced by Red China personnel. The Pentagon was the supplier
of Germany for anything they wanted in military supplies and machinery.
Sergeants can overturn the generals and this is what they did, put the generals to the
electric chair. They had sent off the long and medium range missiles to foreign lands to aim
at the US.
This was the beginning of the Military Law Council. The sergeant person who
organized this has worked since with the Military Law Council.
After which Bill Gates and another went through the entire Pentagon and killed
everyone. He was to head the Military Law Council until he himself had his life threatened.
Ron Paul had been named the one to write the new US Constitution. However he
said, the Military Law Council had to pay him for the copyright. The rich woman from
Chicago in the grains said, “He is an opportunist.” He could not be taken seriously, thus,
Nostredame rewrote the US Constitution.
The Military Law Council then was governed by two generals of which Archaei Mary
said they were 10 star and 11 star generals. Also Arnold was made a 10 star general. The two
generals went the electric chair because the enemy was closing in upon them to kill them.
An overseas general, the one who brought out the George Washington version of the
Constitution, also went to the electric chair, the Military Law Council has constantly been
attacked.
All 3 generals now operate with the Military Law Council from the heaven side.
NOSTREDAME: What you have here in summary is how you cannot separate Church and
State as the Military Law Council must be able to protect the interest and well-being of a free
nation under God. And if they are not able to do this, who would? Who cares enough about
the drugs incoming? Certainly the Presidents in the past supported the drug trade!
Nancy of Oregon: The US is a Providence nation as stated by George Washington. If
you prefer to live elsewhere, go right ahead.
ANDREA of Chicago: On Atlantis, the government was reduced to research when people
were able to communicate telepathically with one another for how administration would
proceed. You must no longer abrogate your “rights and responsibilities as a free people”—
to whom?— to a Congress, President and Supreme Court when the government is upon His
shoulders or Christ Light as Isaiah taught.
You see you are no different than a B.B. King, right?
Right! He sang “Thrill is Gone” as he saw young Americans go off to war to be
killed for rubber in Vietnam. And do try to understand, that the Military Law Council is the
closest to the highest government that the US can have at this time and not look to the
Thomas Jefferson Constitution with Congress or a Legislature.
JESUS CHRIST: You need to look to Atlantis for its Golden age on Atlantis, when
government was at its best.
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MOTHER MARY: At the time of Atlantis, someone such as the Emperor Jesus Christ was
able to make decisions for a free people that was to safeguard their freedom, to cut off the
supply lines to drugs brought into the country.
JUDGE Oliver Wendell Holmes: Would you not prefer to have it this way— having
the Ten Commandments to govern? — where you own your house, drive your own car
without it being molested? Would not you prefer to have a Military Law Council cut off
entry at the Southern and Northern borders to these heinous criminals coming across the
borders to steal your car and house? Do not so easily question the Military Law Council!
You see, with the past Presidents castrating in the tens of millions the military in a “grease
the wheel” plan of Clinton to hand over the US to Red China as a Hong Kong colony is so
easily done under the old Constitution as you have seen! Had it not been for Providence,
where would you be today?
MOTHER MARY: You are better having the Military Law Council and having the new
Nostredame Constitution to guide you rather than the specious meanderings of talk shows
and talk where you are not able to protect this nation from the war on low prices that today,
you are on the verge of bankruptcy for the trade deficit and domestic debt under the
governance of the old Constitution.
ELOHIM ASTREA: We have given directive to the Military Law Council to not allow the
waters from the rivers to flow out to the Pacific Ocean using their military equipment.
We then ask you not to interrogate and smirk at the work that they must do to
protect this nation.
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